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Creator Spotlight: Author,

Memoirist, and Activist Veronica

Chambers
Wednesday, June 20th, 2018 by Allison Theresa ()

VERONICA CHAMBERS KNOWS HOW TO TELL A

STORY. WHETHER IT’S HER OWN, A CELEBRITY

COLLABORATOR’S, OR A WHOLE COMPANY’S,

VERONICA’S STORIES ARE ALWAYS INFUSED WITH A

PASSION THAT’S PALPABLE. SHE SHARED WITH US

SOME OF HER INSIGHTS ON CREATIVITY,

COLLABORATION, AND INSPIRATION THAT ARE

SURE TO IGNITE A SPARK IN FELLOW CREATIVES.

WHAT WAS THE INITIAL SPARK THAT LED TO WRITING?

This is always a hard question because I feel like I’ve had two lives:

one as a reader and one as a writer. My spark as a reader came

from my mom’s side of the family. In Panama, my grandmother

taught herself how to read by looking at illustrated books. While in

England, my mom fell in love with Agatha Christie and Sherlock

Holmes. I grew up in a house where reading was a part of how we

became English speakers and Americans. The written part grew out

of that. In college, I tutored a girl in Spanish who wrote for YM, a

teen magazine. She noticed that I was writing all the time and

encouraged me to get an internship at a magazine. I sat with a New

York City phonebook and called every magazine. Everyone told me
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no in some clipped and brutal way. When I got to “S”, I called Sassy

magazine and they said to come on in. Being a teenager at a teen

magazine automatically gave me a voice.

YOU’RE INVOLVED IN THINGS BEYOND JUST WRITING,

YOU’RE EDITING, TEACHING, CONSULTING, ETC. TELL US

A BIT ABOUT LIGHT BULB INK.

Light Bulb Ink (https://lightbulbink.com/) started as a consulting

company working with people on the stories they wanted to put

forward. We’ve worked with architects on telling a story in a space.

We’ve worked with corporations to answer “what is the story of this

product?” What people often want to do is figure out how the story

of their journey and the company coincide. Storytelling makes the

process of distinguishing your brand easier. I’ve found if you write

the beginning and the middle (up to where you are right now) it

gives you a strong idea for the future. Our own stories often

surprise us in exciting ways. We all think we’re experts on

ourselves, but if we take a moment to look at our story as a

storyteller, we discover amazing things.

YOU’VE WORKED ON A NUMBER OF COLLABORATIVE

PROJECTS WITH NAMES LIKE MICHAEL STRAHAN, ERIC

RIPERT, TIMBALAND, MARCUS SAMUELSSON, ROBIN

ROBERTS, AND MORE. WHAT IS THE COLLABORATIVE

WRITING PROCESS LIKE? HOW IS IT DIFFERENT FROM

SOLO WRITING PROJECTS?

It ’s a balance. Collaboration is something I do well. It ’s something

intrinsic. Being first-generation makes you naturally collaborative

because you’re constantly going back and forth between cultures,

countries, languages, etc. This feeling came into my work. But I also

I spend a lot of time by myself. I feel that in order to have

something of value to bring to collaboration you have to spend

time filling the well, reading, exploring, being quiet, reflecting.
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HOW DO YOU BALANCE YOUR CREATIVE WORK AS A

WRITER AND THE BUSINESS OF BEING A WORKING

WRITER AND CONSULTING BRAND?

I started out as a journalist, and when print magazines started

falling out in 2008, what helped me find my center was realizing

that the venue didn’t matter as much as the power of the story. We

are always telling stories. Stories are essential units of

communication. In my work with others, I want them to find the

story they were meant to tell and tell their own stories better. As a

creative, I follow the stories that excite me.

WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR FELLOW CREATIVES,

ESPECIALLY NEW AND EMERGING WRITERS?

You want to find something and master it. Choose one thing that

you want to do and do it until you master it. Some people can sit

down and write a whole book, they have that in them, but most
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need to start with something smaller: a newsletter, a blog post, a

poem, anything. Find a space where you feel confident. Master

that one thing because writing, like many things, is

architectural. Sentences become paragraphs that become

chapters that become books. It’s that simple and that

complicated. There is no app or shortcut to get you from page one

to page three hundred. We all have to walk the walk. So the

question is how do we make that walk easier for ourselves and fun?

 

HOW DO YOU INCORPORATE FUN INTO YOUR WRITING

LIFE?

You know the carrot and the stick? I’m all carrot. Very short stick,

very big carrot. There’s enough coming at you that makes life hard.

I don’t want to be the person that kicks my own ass and makes

myself miserable. Iris Murdoch said, “One of the secrets to a happy

life is continuous small treats.” Some of my continuous small treats

are expensive workouts like Rumble and Soul Cycle. I do a lot of

artist dates from Julia Cameron’s The Artist’s Way. I love taking

myself to a last-minute Broadway show or an exhibit at a museum.

That to me feels like a great treat.

YOU REGULARLY POST ON YOUR NEWSLETTER, GOOD &

PLENTY (HTTPS://TINYLETTER.COM/VERONICAWRITES).

WHAT MOTIVATED YOU TO START THE NEWSLETTER AND

WHY SHOULD READERS SUBSCRIBE?

I actually didn’t want to write a newsletter at all. Stacy-Marie

Ishmael, a fellow with me at Stanford, said I should write a

newsletter. I told her what people often say to me when I

encourage them to write: “Why would people care?” She replied, “If

they don’t like it, they can unsubscribe!” At first, I thought it would

be about gifts, restaurants, and travel but it ’s turned into a letter

about living a creative life. We are all trying to make something.

That thing could be money, could be a book, could be anything. If

https://tinyletter.com/VeronicaWrites
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you’re trying to make something, it ’s not that different than the

process of writing. Making something means you’re going to put

yourself out there. People connect to that.

JUST FOR FUN, COMPLETE THIS SENTENCE: “OTHER

THAN MY PHONE, I NEVER LEAVE HOME WITHOUT ___ .”

A notebook. I always have a notebook with me. I have some of the

world’s tiniest purses so I have some of the world’s tiniest

notebooks. I don’t have a particular brand that I buy but I find most

of them at the Kinokuniya (https://usa.kinokuniya.com/stores-

kinokuniya-new-york/) bookstore across the street from Bryant

Park. The main floor is all books, the top floor is a cafe that

overlooks the park, and the bottom floor is all paper.
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It's important to me that you know that I read ALL of last week's New Yorker and
that Harry Styles is ruining my life. 
 
After some relative silence on the -gram, he's back in full force with
devastatingly hi-res photos from tour. Every day is a new Gucci suit. Every day I die
a little inside. And if I could travel anywhere, it would be the inner pocket of those
suits.  
 
This week's articles are each about a kind of traveling, that strange habit humans
have of making a temporary home in a place that is not their home. 
 
(Side note: can you imagine cavepeople being like "I'm going on a holiday to the
other side of this desert. I really need to recharge"?) 
 
Sometimes we make a temporary home in a culture that's not our own. Sometimes
we make a temporary home in a feeling that is as true as it is cliché. Sometimes we
make a temporary home of a purpose or quest. And sometimes we make a
temporary home in the fine textiles of a silk suit. 
 
You know, travel. 
 

Good Reads
 
1. How Nashville Became One Big Bachelorette Party - Anne Helen Petersen  
 
When I got married, I had THREE bachelorette parties. They ranged from sneaking
vodka into a movie theatre to employing a random dude at the bar to be a stripper.
(For the record, he was a novice at best.) I've also ruined one bachelorette party by
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being drunkenly lost for hours. (Still sorry, Hayley.) What I'm saying is that I could be
in any of the photos in this piece.  
 
Anne Helen Petersen's insight on this phenomena happening in Nashville cuts to
the quick:  
 
"The bachelorettes in Nashville represent a different type of tourist: ravenous
for an “experience,” especially if there are photos to prove it...

That experience can involve something wild and out of the way (say, skydiving)
but its most common iteration is deceptively destructive, and usually involves
“living like the locals” (staying in neighborhoods, eating in neighborhood spots)
without any of the constrictions (not wanting to disturb neighbors, not
inconveniencing others, not taking up more space than necessary) that
accompany actual residency.

Nashville — or whatever city they’re visiting — becomes their playground. And
in the case of the bachelorette parties, they get away with it (and have entire
industries cater to them) in large part because they are white, and because they
have money."

This article made me think about the space I occupy and if I'm being a good
steward of that space. (Spoiler alert: I could be doing better, especially when I'm at
a bachelorette party.) Though the implications of this trend are more subtle and
specific than similar articles about the implications of international travel (like this),
they are no less interesting and relevant. And, tbh, everything Anne Helen Petersen
writes is a must-read for me.  
 
Read this if you've ever woo-ed from a moving vehicle.  
 
2. How to be Heartbroken - Brittany K. Allen 
 
Brittany K. Allen brings it with this little diddy about a feeling we all have and one
we occasionally set up camp in for way too long. Allen tries on narratives of
heartbreak for size and considers the validity of the feeling elicited from coopting
fictional narratives into our own cycles of coping. 
 
I think I love reading anything about heartbreak; it seems to have the perfect mix of
pessimism and hope for me. You had enough hope to love and now you've lost it
and there something so human and sadly beautiful about how we cycle through
those two stages forever. It's like when we watch a squirrel bury a nut. We know it'sSubscribe Archive
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probably not going to find that nut when it needs it, but that fact that it tried tugs a
little string in my cold, cold heart.  
 
But the real gold in this piece isn't about heartbreak at all but about how we think of
desire, relationship, loss, our experiences in general in borrowed language: 
 
"Very briefly there was the urge to turn over furniture, though in hindsight this impulse 
often came in conjunction with another cultural prop. Like the suggestive with-another-
woman Instagram post glimpsed in mixed company, or the old photo of us being happy, 
found while moving; objects and experiences that TV and other fictions, perhaps 
slightly more than my own feelings, had taught me to call betrayals." 
 
The narratives we consume create our reality or, in the very least, create a reality
that we often like to visit. 
 
Read this if you've ever cried in front of a mirror. 
 
3. How a Young Woman Lost Her Identity - Rachel Aviv 
 
Holy shit, you guys. This story is wild.  
 
Hanna Upp's story about disappearing from her own life will make you question
your grip on identity. I don't know how to summarize it without dampening the
appeal of reading this account, but I can give you the quote that gave me chills:  
 
"Hannah gives so much to other people that at a certain point there is literally 
nothing left." 
 
*shudder* 
 
I don't understand the "fugue state" but I do understand wanting to leave a life
you've built. My question is, can you lose an identity that was already defined by
having "literally nothing left"? 
 
Read this if you liked Girl on the Train.  
 

Hate Read
 
What It's Like to Go Through Life as a Really Beautiful Woman 
 
Sometimes I hate dogpiling on a piece that all the internet hates, but fuck it. It's a
slow (hate) week for me.  
 
The reason why this article is irritating is the same reason why a privileged white
dude talking about how he feels ~misunderstood~ is irritating. We've heard thisSubscribe Archive
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story a million times before. And more then that, we've empathized with it over and
over and over. 
 
There's a difference between dismissing someone's pain and not thinking it's
interesting. Regardless of how privileged your life is, you feel pain. That just human. 
It is sad that you're so beautiful that people want to hurt you*. Honestly, it is sad.
But more than that, it is so. boring.  
 
We need this article as much as we needed those articles about how skinny girls
were being left out of the body positivity movement. We need this article as much
as we need the next Holden Caulfield. We need this article as much as we need
another Lena Dunham project.  
 
Privilege is having your story be cliché. Ignorance is telling it over and over again
trying to get people to feel sorry for you. 
 
(*The article turns at the end to make a half-hearted comment about the invisibility
of an aging woman, but if you want to set me up to empathize with that point, don't
use all your goodwill making me do the acrobatics of conjuring sympathy for your
life as a very beautiful woman.) 
 

Rec of the Week
 
The Cravings 
 
The Cravings is like a 10 minute Girls episode with a recipe at the end. And it's all in
Korean. It is everything I didn't know I wanted from a tv show.  
 
Korean tv is so good for so many reasons. It's dramatic and twisty like a soap
opera. It's colorful and gratuitous with food images like a Food Network show. And
it's typically pretty short like ALL tv should be. (Stop making me watch shows that
run longer than 45 mins!! There should be a cap!!)  
 
Also, reading subtitles forces you to single-screen watch. You can't be checking
twitter while watching Korean tv. You have to just be watching Korean tv. It's like a
millennial version of meditation.  
 
(If you need something a little more consuming and a lot longer, check out Boys
over Flowers .) 
 
Watch this if you use tv to escape the dumpster fire of reality.  
 

Thanks for reading! Love you all like Rajneeshee love Bhagwan. 
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This is the best thing on the internet. And if you missed my music video party,
here's the playlist. Put it on shuffle and thank me by making your friends subscribe
to this newsletter (here). 
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Creator Spotlight: Farai Simoyi

of TNT Concept Store
Tuesday, April 24th, 2018 by Allison Theresa ()

FROM WORKING FOR CELEBRITY FASHION LINES

TO BUILDING A CONVERSATIONAL PLATFORM FOR

WOMEN “IN BLOOM,” FARAI SIMOYI’S TRACK

RECORD IS ALMOST AS IMPRESSIVE AS THE SCOPE

OF HER MANY CURRENT PROJECTS. SHE DESIGNS

HER OWN FASHION LINE, CURATES PARTNERSHIPS

WITH AFRICAN ARTISANS, RUNS A STOREFRONT IN

BED-STUY, ORGANIZES CONVERSATIONS FOR

CREATIVE WOMEN, AND MUCH MORE. HOW DOES

DESIGN, CURATION, AND LEADERSHIP ALL COME

TOGETHER? SIMOYI SAYS IT’S ALL CONNECTED TO

HER MISSION OF GIVING BACK. 

WHAT WAS THE SPARK THAT LED TO CREATING THE

FARAI (HTTP://SHOPFARAI.COM/) BRAND?

I’ve always wanted to be a designer. When I first started out I

thought “let me work in corporate so I can learn how I want to build

my own line.” Once I started working in fashion, especially when I

was at Deréon (Beyoncé’s fashion line), I realized that we were

making these guys a lot of money and that if I can make money for

these guys then I should start my own line and make money for
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myself. I wanted to learn everything I could learn before I dove in

and did my own thing. That was the spark. If they can do it, I can do

it.

THAT’S A GREAT FIRST EXPERIENCE, TAKING WHAT YOU

LEARN FROM OTHERS AND USING IT FOR YOURSELF.

NOW YOU ARE TAKING WHAT YOU KNOW AND GIVING IT

TO OTHERS. WHAT GOES ON IN YOUR TNT CONCEPT

STORE?

TNT stands for The Narativ (https://www.thenarativ.com/), my

company, and Trendcue (https://www.trendcuepopshop.com/),

my partner ’s company. The Narativ is a retail and design space but

it’s really more like an agency. We focus on working with brands

and artisans that are in Africa. I’m originally from Zimbabwe and for

years we used to go home and bring stuff back, for us, for our

family, for our friends, and people are like “that is so cool where

did you get that?” Then it was like ding! ding! If people want all this

stuff, maybe I should figure out a way to bring it over here. There’s

always a story behind every brand that I bring into this store, so

once people start exploring, they’re also being educated. Basically,

The Narativ stands for telling the African narrative through design.

The store (https://www.thenarativ.com/new-index/) is a creative

hub for designers, artists, and artisans. My partner and I came

together to do this store because we come from the fashion

industry, and what we’ve realized is there are so many cool brands

but they end up disappearing. It ’s not because of lack of talent; it ’s

because of lack of business structure, lack of finances, and lack of

support. People are more likely to go shop at H&M as opposed to

buying from an independent designer. We decided to come

together and do a store to give visibility to different brands. The

products come in here and then we offer them brand support to

help them get into other retailers. We help them with business

structure in terms of promotion, advertising, marketing, whatever

they need.

HOW DO YOU FIND BRANDS TO COLLABORATE WITH?
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The brands in the store now are ones I’ve personally met. I met

Mary Jean Treloar (of Mary Jean Jewelry

(https://www.thenarativ.com/shop?category=Jewelry)) a couple

years ago. I met Rus (https://www.thenarativ.com/shop/rus-

crochet-sneakers) in Johannesburg on the street. He was there

with his crochet needles and I approached him about buying and

bringing some of his designs to the U.S. We’ve been working with

him to help him copyright his work because the second I bring it

into this market someone can steal this design and technique. Now,

since I can’t go back and forth, we’ve hired a brand curator, Kwena

Baloyi (https://www.instagram.com/kwenasays/). She’s in South

Africa helping us scout new brands and new talent. Once we get the

finances, she’ll be traveling all through the continent helping us

bring stories. We have also created a podcast called, The Narativ,

where you will hear the narratives & creative journeys of the artists

and artisans we work with. The first episode will air in May 2018

and you can find us on Anchor, Google, or Apple-supported

Podcasts.

https://www.thenarativ.com/shop?category=Jewelry
https://www.thenarativ.com/shop/rus-crochet-sneakers
https://www.instagram.com/kwenasays/
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WHAT IS YOUR MISSION WITH THESE PROJECTS?

The mission for me is very personal because I have been granted so

many opportunities. So many people I know from back home

weren’t given that. I can’t be a child of Africa and not give back. If

all those people had the same experiences as me they would be

way beyond me and would be doing so much more. It ’s about giving

back in terms of allowing creatives on the continent to find a way to

promote themselves. But there’s a much deeper entity. Where I’m

from empowering one person is like empowering an entire

community. So while I’m not trying to be a Mother Theresa, I

understand the value of being able to give back through

opportunity and not through handouts.

THIS MISSION IS SIMILAR TO A DESIGN YOU HAVE THAT

READS, “I AM BECAUSE YOU ARE

(HTTP://SHOPFARAI.COM/BAGS-ACCESSORIES/I-AM-

TOTE).” WHEN WAS THAT DESIGN CREATED?

I think I did that in 2014. It was around the time Nelson Mandela

died and that’s part of the inspiration. “I am because you are” is

derived from the Southern African word ubuntu. Ubuntu is

togetherness. It ’s community. It ’s it takes a village. It ’s because of

you, I am, I am because you are. So that was the concept behind

creating the line and the shirt

(http://shopfarai.com/shop/iambecauseyouaretee). And when I

did it I didn’t think anything of it but it created such a movement.

The road has been paved and now our job is to pave the road for

other young women who are coming up behind us.

http://shopfarai.com/bags-accessories/i-am-tote
http://shopfarai.com/shop/iambecauseyouaretee
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THIS REMINDS ME OF ANOTHER PROJECT YOU’RE

WORKING ON CALLED BLOOM

(HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/BLOOMORG/). CAN

YOU TELL US MORE?

Bloom came about in 2016. While I was home in Zimbabwe I met

Nandi Dlepu. She has her own creative agency in South Africa. I

approached her about putting together a women’s brunch on my

visit to South Africa. I was just compelled to meet some of my

sisters and create a sisterhood. From us having the conversation,

we decided this needs to be more than just a one-off thing. We

need to create a safe space for women to come together and speak

and then the whole concept became building a conversational

platform. Part of it is we’re creating this “in real life” sorority. It

starts on URL but then it comes IRL. We have the chapter here in

NYC and a chapter in Johannesburg, South Africa. This year we are

going to start opening chapters up to different places.

https://www.instagram.com/bloomorg/
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JUST FOR FUN, COMPLETE THIS SENTENCE: “OTHER

THAN MY PHONE, I NEVER LEAVE HOME WITHOUT…”

Hand cream. I started making my own when I realized the store-

bought stuff is filled with so many harmful chemicals. I bought all

these natural ingredients on Amazon: the shea butter, the cocoa

butter, the oils, and essential oils. I think again it ’s my love of being

hands-on with everything I do plus it ’s really easy to make.
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The Basics 
Title: LONER 
Author: Teddy Wayne 
Published: September 13, 2016 
Other books: THE LOVE SONG OF JOHNNY VALENTINE, KAPITOL

Quote: 
“No matter. You had heard me reject Sara, and you had heard her cry. I was
someone who had the power to wound another person.”

If this book were a song it’d be…. 
Bowling for Soup's "Girl All The Bad Guys Want"

If this book were a poem it’d be… 
“To His Coy Mistress” by Andrew Marvell

Read this if… 
you’ve ever felt like an outsider 
 
you’ve ever read a book about a dude that felt like an outsider (bonus points if said dude was in setting
with tons of other people who were actually just like him) 
 
you feel like tv shows, novels, movies, presidential elections, etc. are too focused on men feeling
impotent 
 
you get a laugh from some nice (not corny) wordplay

Don’t read this if… 
you don’t get the big deal with ~misogyny~ 
 
your biggest pet peeve is when people use excessively complicated language. 
 
you don’t have any women who have made you feel uncomfortable who are still your friends 
 
you sympathize with the criminals more often than the special victims of Law and Order. (doinkdoink)

Unauthorized assumptions… 
Lin ManuelMiranda can’t say no to this. The nuances, man. The man is nuanced. (Hire me for Hamilton
2: Not as Dead as You Thought!) 
 
Lil Wayne feels like he’s never experienced sexism or male privilege therefore he would say: “I thought it
was over. I still believe it’s over. But obviously it’s not.”

Emma Watson sent Harry Styles this book (as they are both involved in He for She). He started reading
but didn’t finish it because the main character is such a jerk and (in a strange overlap with @liltunechi)
Harry Styles has never experienced people who are jerks. He thought being a jerk was over. He still
believes being a jerk is over. But he know that obviously it’s not. Halfway through he was just like….
Emma is not pleased.

Malia Obama read this and secretly wants her dad to read it, but she’s also embarrassed at wanting her
dad (the 44th president) to read a very graphic and disturbing sex scene.
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